SLims Release 4.6
New features

- Clear parent action
- Copying views
- Copying contents in ELN
- License module
- Content events
- Performance enhanced
- Macro action with SLimsgate flow
- Binary search in attachment
- Barcode generation with sequences
- Value expression editor
- Customizable grids
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Events and event types bring better support for clinical studies.
A new Macro action allows to launch a SLimsGate flow while executing a Macro.
A new value expression editor with auto completion and access to logs
A new License module shows information on your user licenses and user sessions.
Barcode generation is now done via sequences stored in the database. This is faster than the previously used technique and avoids collisions.
It is now possible to find attachments by searching for terms in the files.
Customizable grids allow combining content, ELN and result data in a single grid by defining grid templates.
Views can be copied
All forms, macro’s and the ELN were refactored for better performance
Copying content in ELN: the copied content is also linked to the step.
Clear parent action: for a derived content record, the parent content can be cleared, undoing the derivation.